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In Central Asia, the energy sector is stuck in transition:  Market reforms are underway but there 

is significant underinvestment due to lack of price signals 
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Domestic reforms underpin energy transition: Transforming current regulatory and market barriers 

into opportunities for improved energy efficiency and clean energy needs more focus   
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Clean energy transition: Electricity trade is key to support the regional decarbonization because it 

enables scale-up of solar, wind and hydro

Benefits of regional electricity trade and 

cooperation in Central Asia

Electricity trade is key to support the 

regional decarbonization agenda and 

Paris Agreement objectives

• Very good availability of different renewable 

energy sources in Central Asia

• The geographical and connectivity 

conditions offer great potential for reliable 

and green power supply in the region and 

potential of hydrogen development

• Increased energy security and system 

reliability (if well managed)

• More efficient and effective use of 

infrastructure

• Economies of scale in investments

• Greater renewable energy penetration

• Reduced cost of supply for consumers

Solar Wind Hydro
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Challenges Remain for Energy Security and Regional Cooperation: But a paradigm shift is 

possible by building trust in trade

Lack of incentives 

and common trade 

platform

Lack of common 

regional approach

• 2.5% of regional demand is 

traded 

• 40% of interconnection 

capacity

• Trade is bilateral or ad-hoc

• No regional planning

• Limited investments in 

cross-border transmission

• No coordinated dispatch

• Weak regional institutional 

framework

Energy systems developed “in isolation” 

Weak financials

• Low tariffs and limited 

creditworthiness

• Under investments result in 

ageing energy infrastructure

Market base trade. Diverse 
imports/exports.

Security of payments, transactions, 
transparent settlements

Common approach to cross-border 
energy and water topics

Regional investment platform for private 
and public stakeholders

• Optimize the RE potential across CA

• 1GW new capacity can be avoided by 2030

• Access to additional capital 

• Improved sector financials

Benefits

Energy security through regional collaboration

Paradigm 

shift
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World Bank Supports Regional Cooperation on Electricity: Enabling financially sustainable low 

carbon development, energy security and growing demand

Improve generation and create 
interconnections

Reduce off-taker risk for better bankability

Build Trust in Trade

Strengthen Institutional Capacity and Multi-
Stakeholder process

▪ Support financing for regional infrastructure (generation 
and transmission) projects

▪ Support transformational regional projects (hydro, solar, 
wind)

▪ Support technical assistance for feasibility studies (large 
generation projects), institutional development and 
stakeholder engagement.

▪ Pilot Market platforms and establish sub-regional 
mechanism to securitize payments

▪ Strengthen political support for regional power

▪ Senior Management support for informal dialogs and 
attendance at key ministerial events

▪ Systematic support on sector reform agenda

▪ Support to ensure financial sustainability of off-takers 
while guaranteeing equity and social protection 
mechanisms for the most vulnerable consumers.

▪ Support capacity building for regional and national 
entities to improve enabling environment of regional 
trade 

▪ Harmonize procurement/safeguards processes between 
financiers
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Climate and Development: The Kazakhstan Climate Change and Development Report outlines 

pathways for decarbonization & benefits and costs of Net Zero 2060 targets

In the absence of the energy transition GDP to decline by 2-2.5%

Net Zero 2060 requires gov. spending of 1.1% of GDP pa.

Net Zero 2060 transition can increase output by 1.3% from 2040

Falling productivity and growth reveal limits of the fossil fuel–

dependent model

Just Transition in coal monotowns can prevent the costs of 

transition from falling on the vulnerable
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Investing an average of 1.4% of GDP annually to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 70% by 2050 across 

the 24 published CCDR countries


